Software Engineer - Test Automation
About Us
Parcelly is a new smartphone based service allowing consumers to collect their online
purchases and parcels close to home, work, or wherever is most convenient for them.
Launched in December 2014, we are operating today a network of more than 600 parcel
collection points in Greater London and the rest of the UK and we are growing every day, so
this is a hugely exciting time to join!
The Role
The team behind Parcelly is looking for Software Engineers in Test to join the Engineering
team. As a member of the team, you will develop frameworks, tools, and tests to cover the
full depth and breadth of Parcelly’s client- and server-side functionality. This includes our
desktop and web client, our iOS and Android clients, our external service integrations, the
Parcelly platform API, and our supporting server infrastructure. Our product development
team iterates rapidly and deploys new code several times each day; our automated test
suites are fast, reliable, maintainable, and thorough. You will join the team's two goals of
effective automated testing of the portions of Parcelly that already exist, and eager testing
of features and functionality in progress.
If you’re an established sales professional with a proven track record in helping customers
achieve lofty goals, we should chat.
Your role will involve a variety of different responsibilities including:
 Define test strategy, create test plans, test cases, and automation for new web &
mobile features and enhancements to existing features
 Partner with the engineering team to integrate test suites into the continuous
integration system
 Collaborate with the Customer Support team to understand common issues and
incorporate them into new test scenarios
 Work with the Operations team to investigate production issues and perform root
cause analysis
 Communicate the quality of the product through metrics
 Support other types of quality targets such as performance, load and stress testing
The company is based in Interchange Triangle, London NW1 8AB.
About You
 Proficient in at least one programming language, such as Ruby (preferred), Python,
Go, JavaScript (Node.js), PHP, Java, etc.
 Solid experience creating automated test frameworks for web applications or other
software
 Experience with continuous integration environments, writing testable software,
and test driven development
 Experience with issue management and customer ticketing systems
 Strong experience with bug tracking tools and procedures around logging and
tracking bugs
 A solid understanding of how browser-specific internet traffic works in modern web
applications, including HTTP, SSL, and JSON






Ability to write tests in JavaScript
BS degree in Computer Science or equivalent
Knowledge of any of these frameworks would be good, but not necessary: Selenium,
Watir, Sahi, Cucumber, and Phantomjs
Development and/or testing experience on iOS or Android would be good, but not
necessary

What We Offer
• Working for “one of the most innovative startups in B2C delivery”, awarded
numerous times (www.parcelly.com/about) with plenty of scope for personal
development
• Work alongside the founding team, the role is focused on supporting in all elements
of the growth strategy and to get involved in the design, build and roll out of the
next batch of our service and product development
• For the right candidates there are also several full time roles available
Role based on 40hrs/week, salary + travel expenses plus incentives and bonuses.
Internship starting immediately and we recruit all year round.
To apply, please send us your CV and tell us briefly why you want to work with us:
careers@parcelly.com

